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The Department of Education is continuously providing quality education among the 21st Century pupils which are often referred to as “Millennial learners”. The advancement requires both the learners and the teachers to upgrade themselves in different kinds of learning instructions suited to the needs of the K 12 pupils. It is indeed a great task for us teachers to think of these different instructional aids in order to uplift the learning conditions of the learners.

Too much learning resources are uploaded to videos and media through internet. A one click system which offers an easy access to advance teaching processes. Most of it are considered effective and useful to the mentors. Lessons are presented in a way that the recipients are not monitored properly if they can be digested by the ability of the kind of class once a teacher have.

It is therefore important that a teacher itself should provide and produce his own Strategic Intervention Materials which is very much needed in a particular time. Intervention materials should not be waited to be approved before applying it to the concern individuals. It is just the same as a CAPSULE which will be given to sick individuals in order to feel better.

In this connection, as a teacher we should know how important is intervention materials to our learners. It should be readily available in a sense that we need to apply the very best medicine to our pupils as soon as possible or else our pupils will be neglected or might even suffer a more serious problem before the capsule of learning be given.